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The deuteron yield in Pb+Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV is consistent with thermal production at
a freeze out temperature of T = 155 MeV. The existence of deuterons with binding energy of 2.2 MeV
at this temperature was described as “snowballs in hell” [P. Braun-Münzinger, B. Dönigus, and N. Löher,
CERN Courier, August 2015]. We provide a microscopic explanation of this phenomenon, utilizing relativistic
hydrodynamics and switching to a hadronic afterburner at the above-mentioned temperature of T = 155 MeV.
The measured deuteron pT spectra and coalescence parameter B2(pT ) are reproduced without free parameters,
only by implementing experimentally known cross sections of deuteron reactions with hadrons, most importantly
πd ↔ πnp.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Light nuclei production was measured recently by the AL-
ICE collaboration in Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV

[1]. At first glance it may seem surprising that light nuclei
with binding energies of a few MeV are produced at all
in such violent collisions [2]. A number of models provide
explanations [3], two of them being particularly popular:
thermal production [4–7] and coalescence [8–17]. The ther-
mal model assumes perfect chemical equilibrium above the
chemical freeze-out temperature TCFO and a sharp chemical
freeze out of all hadrons at TCFO. Below this temperature
the yields are unchanged, but particles can scatter elastically
until the system reaches the kinetic freeze-out temperature
TKFO. The yields measured by ALICE are described very
well by TCFO = 155 MeV, while the transverse momentum
spectra are described by a kinetic freeze out at the temperature
TKFO = 115 MeV [1]. In contrast to this view, the coalescence
approach postulates that light nuclei are formed only at late
times of the fireball evolution, by binding nucleons that reside
close in phase space. Therefore, the coalescence model pre-
dicts momentum spectra of nuclei with number of protons Z
and number of neutrons A–Z being proportional to the powers

of the proton and neutron spectra (Ep
dNp

d3 p )
Z

(En
dNn
d3 p )

A–Z
. Even
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though the thermal and coalescence models adopt different
assumptions, they predict similar deuteron yields [12]. It was
proposed to compare 4He and 4Li production in heavy-ion
collisions to distinguish the two approaches [12,13], but the
measurement has not been performed yet.

The deuteron yield at midrapidity dNd
dy |y=0, measured by

ALICE [1], is described very well by the thermal model via

dNd

dy

∣∣∣∣
y=0

= gdVCFO

2π2h̄3 TCFO m2
d K2

(
md

TCFO

)
, (1)

where gd = 3 is deuteron degeneracy, VCFO is the volume
of the fireball at the hadronic chemical freeze out, md =
1.8756 GeV is the deuteron mass, and TCFO = 155 MeV
is the chemical freeze-out temperature. The thermal model
assumes that this yield is unchanged on average during the
fireball evolution after the hadronic chemical freeze out. This
assumption is nontrivial, because collisions in the hadronic
phase can still easily destroy the deuteron. A justification at
low energies is provided by Ref. [4], which assumes that the
reaction dN ↔ Nnp reaches equilibration, so deuterons are
both destroyed and produced at equal rates. This assumption
allows to relate the deuteron to proton yields ratio Rd p to the
entropy of nucleons per nucleon SN via a simple relation:

SN = 3.95 − ln Rd p. (2)

In Ar+KCl and Ne+NaF collisions at Elab = 400, 800, and
2100 MeV [18], analyzed in Ref. [4], both the baryon number
and the entropy are carried mostly by nucleons. Therefore,
the entropy of nucleons per nucleon SN is approximately
equal to total entropy per baryon. Assuming ideal hydro-
dynamic expansion, where the entropy per baryon is con-
served, one concludes that the d/p ratio is constant during the
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expansion too. These considerations were criticized already
at low energies for neglecting the impact of deuterons to
the total entropy and total baryon number [19], as well as
for neglecting contributions of mesons and resonances to
the entropy, and also for neglecting the effect of quantum
statistics [20,21].

At LHC energies, where the ALICE measurement was
taken and which are three orders of magnitude higher, this
justification has to be completely revisited. The system at
this energy is meson dominated, while at low energies it is
baryon dominated. The main reaction producing deuterons is
different: as we show below, it is πnp ↔ πd . This reaction
leads to the same relation between the deuteron to proton
ratio and the entropy per nucleon carried by nucleons as in
Eq. (2). However, at LHC energies neither the entropy, nor
the baryon number are carried mostly by nucleons. Therefore
there is no reason to assume that SN is conserved. Collisions of
nucleons with pions, resonances, and BB̄ annihilations distort
the explanation of Ref. [4] applied at LHC energies. Here we
show that the assumption of approximately constant deuteron
yield during the afterburner evolution is actually justified
at ALICE energies, but the model from Ref. [4] is hardly
applicable there.

To gain more insight into this question, we study deuteron
production in a hybrid approach, i.e., relativistic hydrody-
namics + nonequilibrium hadronic transport. This approach
has been well established for the dynamical description of
heavy-ion collisions at high energies [22–25], but even within
hybrid approaches light nuclei spectra are typically computed
via coalescence of the final protons and neutrons (see, for
example, Ref. [26]). In pure transport calculations for lower
energies coalescence is also applied (e.g., Ref. [27]). A no-
table exception is an old work [28], where the deuteron is
treated in a pure transport model as a pointlike particle and
is allowed to scatter. However, this work is applied to low
energies, where different deuteron-producing reactions are
dominant. In a Ref. [29] a transport approach with a similar
deuteron treatment is adopted to simulate Au+Au collisions
at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. However, in this work the NN ↔ πd

production channel is assumed to be dominant, which contra-
dicts experimental data, see Fig. 1.

Here we simulate deuterons as pointlike particles in a hy-
brid approach, producing them thermally from hydrodynam-
ics at particlization and allowing them to subsequently rescat-
ter in the hadronic phase. As in works [28–30] we treat the
deuteron in the hadronic phase as a pointlike particle, which
allows us to study its time evolution. This allows us to evaluate
the assumptions of the thermal and coalescence models from
the underlying nonequilibrium transport. Indeed, the transport
approach is more fundamental than both of the models—both
can be derived from it under certain assumptions. Thermal
yields follow from transport, if one assumes full chemical
equilibration and a rapid chemical freeze out of all hadrons
and light nuclei at a constant-temperature hypersurface. The
coalescence model follows from transport, if one assumes that
deuterons are mainly produced via Xnp ↔ Xd reactions (here
X is an arbitrary hadron), which remain equilibrated until late
times. Then the forward and reverse rates should be equal
and therefore the phase-space distribution equals fd ( �p) =

FIG. 1. Deuteron-pion interaction cross sections from SAID
database [40] and partial wave analysis [41] are compared to our
parametrizations (Tables II and III in the Appendix). Inelastic dπ ↔
npπ reactions are the most important for deuteron production and
disintegration at high energies. The large total πd cross section is
responsible for the late deuteron freeze out. Also, the inelastic πd
cross section is larger than elastic. As a consequence, for deuteron
chemical and kinetic freeze out coincide, see Fig. 6.

fn( �pn) fp( �pp)δ( �p − �pp − �pn). Accounting for the wave-packet
nature of the particles one then obtains Eq. (1) from the coa-
lescence approach [16]. We show that the underlying assump-
tions of the coalescence model are rather well justified: at low
collision energies Nd ↔ Nnp reactions are dominating, at
high energies, πd ↔ πnp reactions. Both have cross sections,
which are higher than typical inelastic hadronic cross sections;
this property allows us to equilibrate these reactions fast and
keep them equilibrated for a sufficiently long time until kinetic
freeze out. On the contrary, we find that the thermal model
assumptions are not fulfilled: deuteron chemical freeze out
occurs later than for most hadrons. Moreover, the chemical
and kinetic freeze out of deuteron approximately coincide in
time, because, unlike for most of the hadrons, the d+hadrons
inelastic cross sections are typically larger than the elastic
ones. Despite the assumptions of the thermal model being
violated, it fits the deuteron yield very well. This is surprising
and serves as a part of the motivation of this study. We suggest
a possible solution in Secs. III C 2 and III C 3.

In this paper we concentrate exclusively on deuteron pro-
duction, because our approach becomes increasingly harder
for heavier nuclei. The cross sections of deuteron interactions
are adjusted to match the experimental data. These cross sec-
tions, along with the general description of the simulation are
given in Sec. II, while technical parts of the implementation
can be found in Appendixes A and B. Deuteron multiplicities,
reaction rates, and freeze out are covered in Sec. III, followed
by the discussion and outlook in Sec. IV.
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II. METHODOLOGY

In this work we constrain ourselves to simulating cen-
tral, 0–10 %, Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV, which

were measured by the ALICE collaboration. We utilize a
well-established hybrid (hydrodynamics + transport) ap-
proach, which includes: generating initial condition for hy-
drodynamics, solving (3+1)-dimensional [(3+1)D] partial
differential relativistic viscous hydrodynamical equations,
particlization—sampling hadrons on the constant tempera-
ture hypersurface, and simulating subsequent hadronic rescat-
terings via a transport approach. The latter is also called
hadronic afterburner. The main subject of our interest is the
microscopic evolution of deuterons during this last afterburner
stage.

A. Hydrodynamics

The (3+1)D relativistic hydrodynamic equations are
solved using CLVISC [31] to simulate the fluid dynamic evo-
lution of strongly coupled quark gluon plasma produced in√

sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC. The initial
entropy density distributions in Pb+Pb collisions are given by
the Trento Monte Carlo model [32] with default parameters to
approximate the IP-Glasma initial condition [33]. The initial
conditions and transport coefficients such as the ratio between
shear viscosity over entropy density η/s have been tuned
in event-by-event CLVISC simulations to fit the experimental
data in 0–5% most central collisions. It has been verified that
centrality classes determined by the total entropy in the initial
state of hydrodynamic simulations describe experimental data
well at other centralities. In the present study, we first simulate
2000 collisions in 0–10% centrality to get the event-by-event
initial entropy density distributions using Trento. We then
align all the events by shifting to their centers of mass and
rotating to their second-order participant planes before event
averaging to produce a smooth one-shot initial condition.

The computationally less intensive single-shot smooth evo-
lution is sufficient for our purposes, since the thermal density
ratios between different particle species are mainly deter-
mined by the mass, the spin degeneracies of the hadrons and
the freeze-out temperature in the comoving frame of the fluid.
The total yields of hadrons and deuterons are hardly affected
by the fluid velocity, while the transverse momentum and the
anisotropic azimuthal angle distributions are sensitive to the
fluid velocity on the hypersurface. The one-shot relativistic
hydrodynamic simulation is sufficient to provide the fluid
velocity profile on the hypersurface. Instead of performing
event-by-event hydrodynamic calculations, we have simulated
the hadronic afterburner 10000 times with different samples of
hadrons and deuterons from the hypersurface, to provide good
statistics for the deuteron and hadron yields.

The hydrodynamic evolution starts at τ0 = 0.3 fm with a
shear viscosity over entropy density ratio ηv/s = 0.16. The
expansion rate of the quark gluon plasma is driven by the
pressure gradient from the s95p-pce lattice equation of state
[34], which matches a chemically equilibrated hadron gas at
temperatures between 150 and 184 MeV. On the constant tem-
perature hypersurface with Tfrz = 155 MeV, which is equal

to the chemical freeze out temperature TCFO in the thermal
model, we sample hadrons as well as deuterons using Cooper-
Frye formula [35],

dNi

dY pT d pT dφ
= gi

(2π )3

∫
pμd�μ feq(1 + δ f ), (3)

where d�μ is the freeze-out hypersurface element determined
by Tfrz, gi is the spin degeneracy of particle i. Particles passing
through the freeze-out hypersurface elements are assumed to
obey Fermi-Dirac (for baryons) and Bose-Einstein distribu-
tions (for mesons) with the nonequilibrium correction δ f to
the equilibrium distribution feq,

feq = 1

exp[(p · u)/Tfrz] ± 1
(4)

δ f = (1 ∓ feq )
pμ pνπ

μν

2T 2
frz(ε + P)

, (5)

where p are the four-momenta of the sampled hadrons, ±
is for fermion/bosons, respectively. ε, P, u, and πμν are
the local energy density, pressure, fluid four-velocity, and
shear stress tensor given by dissipative hydrodynamic simu-
lations. The nonequilibrium corrections improve the spectra
at high transverse momenta, but have very small effect on the
yields. The deuterons are treated as normal hadrons with mass
1.8756 GeV, spin 1, and baryon number 2.

B. Hadronic afterburner

The recently developed SMASH transport approach [36]
serves us as the afterburner. We perform simulations with
the full SMASH table of hadrons, where most of the hadron
resonances listed in the Particle Data Group collection [37] are
included. Hadronic interactions within SMASH encompass:
elastic collisions; resonance formations and decays; 2 → 2
inelastic reactions such as NN → N
, NN → NN∗, NN →
N
∗ (N∗ and 
∗ denote all nucleon- and delta resonances),
and strangeness exchange reactions; soft string formation and
decay into multiple hadrons. The main update relevant for this
study since the publication [36] is the high-energy hadronic
interactions via string formation, including baryon-antibaryon
annihilations. All the reactions, except the ones with strings
(which include baryon-antibaryon annihilation), obey the de-
tailed balance principle. The implementation of hadronic in-
teractions in SMASH is described in detail in Ref. [36], while
[38] is devoted specifically to reactions involving strangeness.
Soft string formation and fragmentation, including baryon-
antibaryon annihilations, are adapted from the URQMD code
[39] and will be described in detail elsewhere. The main
difference to the URQMD implementation is that the Lund
fragmentation functions from PYTHIA are employed for newly
produced particles. For this study we use the code version
SMASH 1.4. We treat the deuteron as a pointlike particle, as
any hadron in SMASH. This approach was also adopted in
Refs. [28–30]. Treating deuterons as pointlike particles is only
justified, when the mean-free path is at least twice larger than
the deuteron size. We find that in our simulation this condition
is fulfilled only starting from time t � 25 fm/c. At earlier
time our deuterons are not defined as particles and should be
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TABLE I. Inelastic d + X cross sections in the range of
√

s −√
sthr = [0.05, 0.25] GeV. This is the most relevant range for our

afterburner simulation. Pion + deuteron inelastic reactions are the
most important at ALICE energies, but not because the cross section
is large, rather because pions are so abundant.

X σ inel
d+X [mb] Refs.

π± 80–160 [41]
K+ <40 [42]
K− <80 [43,44]
p 50–100 [45]
p̄ 80–200 [46]

understood as correlated nucleon pairs. We implement all the
reactions with deuterons such that they obey detailed balance
principle (for details see the Appendix).

Next let us sort the d + X reactions, where X denotes any
hadron, by importance for deuteron production at

√
sNN =

2.76 TeV. The larger the product of the d + X cross sec-
tion and the density of hadron X , the more frequent the
d + X reaction occurs and hence the more important it is.
At

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV the most abundant hadrons produced

in the PbPb collision at midrapidity are pions: for compari-
son, the midrapidity yields of pions, kaons and (anti)protons

in the central collisions, measured by ALICE are dN
dy

π± =
733 ± 54, dN

dy

K± = 109 ± 9 and dN
dy

p = 33 ± 3 [47]. Typi-
cal hadron-hadron collisions in the afterburner occur in the
range of hadron-hadron center of mass energies

√
s − √

sthr =
(0.5–2)T , where T is the temperature. For these

√
s the cross

sections are summarized in Table I. One can see that the
inelastic cross sections of the deuteron with (anti)nucleons
are as high as with pions, however, pions are about 20 times
more abundant. Therefore, the number of inelastic reactions

d + π in the afterburner is expected to be at least an order of
magnitude larger than d + K , d + N , and d + N̄ combined.
In contrast, at low energies of heavy-ion collisions, where
the proton yield is larger than the pion yield, Nd ↔ Nnp
reactions dominate the deuteron disintegration and produc-
tion. We have implemented πd reactions with cross sections
as shown in Fig. 1, where the πd ↔ π pn is assumed to be
responsible for the inelastic cross section. This assumption
is experimentally well justified in the relevant

√
s region

[41]. For the purpose of this study implementing deuteron
interaction with pions would be enough. However, to test the
above estimate and for the future application at lower ener-
gies, we have also implemented Nd ↔ Nnp and N̄d ↔ N̄np
(see Fig. 2 for cross sections), as well as all corresponding
processes for the antideuteron. Finally, elastic πd , Nd , and
N̄d cross sections were implemented to study the deuteron
freeze out. Their cross sections are given in Table III. All the
details of the implementation, in particular the cross sections,
matrix elements and the detailed balance, are discussed in the
Appendixes A and B.

III. RESULTS

A. Transverse momentum spectra

The aforementioned implementation of deuteron produc-
tion is now applied as a part of the afterburner in Pb+Pb
collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. Our goal is not to fit exper-

imental data as precisely as possible, but rather to understand
the process of deuteron production qualitatively. Neverthe-
less, we first ensure that the transverse momentum spectra
are reproduced reasonably well, see Fig 3. Pion and kaon
spectra are described rather well already by hydrodynamics
without afterburner, and the effect of the rescatterings in the
afterburner does not exceed a few percent. This is different
for nucleons: the pT spectrum produced by hydrodynamics

FIG. 2. Deuteron disintegration cross sections by nucleons (a) and antinucleons (b) as given by Tables II and III, compared to data [42,46].
Although the cross sections are large, these processes are of minor importance compared to πd ↔ πnp, because pions are much more abundant
in Pb+Pb collisions at

√
s = 2.76 TeV.
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FIG. 3. Identified particle transverse momentum spectra com-
pared to experimental measurements [1,47].

and subsequent resonance decays is significantly modified
by the afterburner. A large part of this modification is the
effect of the so-called pion wind: protons rescatter with pions
gaining higher transverse momentum. As shown in Fig. 3,
BB̄ → mesons annihilations also influence the pT spectra,
decreasing the number of protons both at small and large
pT by about 10%. The thermal deuteron yield produced on
the hydrodynamic hypersurface is close to the experimentally
measured, but the pT spectrum overshoots at low pT and
undershoots at high pT . The agreement, especially at low pT ,
is improved by the afterburner.

B. Parameter-free calculation of deuteron B2(pT )

From the transverse momentum spectra shown in Fig. 3 we
obtain the coalescence parameter B2(pT ) by dividing the final
spectra from Fig. 3 in dashed dark-magenta line:

B2(pT ) =
1

2π
d3Nd

pT d pT dy

∣∣
pd

T =2pp
T(

1
2π

d3Np

pT d pT dy

)2 . (6)

As one can see in Fig. 4, our simulation reproduces the
measured dependence of the B2 coalescence parameter on
transverse momentum rather well. In Fig. 3 one can see that
both proton and deuteron spectra are slightly overestimated.
Since B2 is reproduced well, we conclude that it is the
overprediction of the proton spectrum at pT = 1–2.5 GeV
that leads to the overestimation of the deuteron spectrum
at 2pT = 2–5 GeV. Therefore, an improved result for the
proton spectrum should lead to a better description of the
deuteron spectrum. We note, that a similar calculation of B2

using the AMPT transport model overestimates B2 by at least
factor 2 [48]. The main deuteron production mechanism in
the hadronic part of AMPT in this calculation appears to be
the dπ ↔ NN reactions. These reactions have small cross

FIG. 4. Deuteron coalescence parameter B2, extracted from the
hydro + SMASH simulation (which does not involve any coales-
cence, only collisions with experimentally known deuteron cross
sections) is compared to ALICE measurement [48].

section, as we show in Fig. 1, and therefore we would rather
expect considerable underestimation of B2 by AMPT.

Unlike many coalescence models, such as Ref. [26], our
model does not require any tunable parameters to compute
B2(pT ). It is in principle possible to compute B2(pT ) in
the advanced version of coalescence model without tunable
parameters [49,50]. Although the methodology is available, to
our best knowledge, so far it has not been applied to heavy-ion
collisions.

C. Deuteron evolution in the afterburner stage

1. Chemical and kinetic freeze out

As we discussed above, the deuteron transverse momentum
spectrum has changed during the afterburner evolution. How-
ever, the deuteron midrapidity yield turns out to be almost
constant in time. Does it mean that deuteron has undergone
chemical freeze out at T = 155 MeV, as thermal model as-
sumes? The answer turns out to be no: less than 1% of the
final deuterons originate from hydrodynamics directly and are
not destroyed in the afterburner.

Constant destruction and creation of deuterons, mainly in
dπ ↔ npπ reactions, occurs in the afterburner. This state-
ment has to be understood in a statistical sense, because
there is only one deuteron per unit of rapidity per ten events
produced. One can ask, if the dπ ↔ npπ reaction reaches
equilibrium in the statistical sense. The answer is provided
by Fig. 5: starting from t � 10–15 fm/c the average number
of forward and reverse reactions are close. At the earlier
time the disintegration of deuterons, which were created on
the hydrodynamic hypersurface, dominates. Later, formation
exceeds disintegration by around 5%. The difference is small,
but it is statistically significant. Other inelastic reactions
involving deuterons, such as Nd ↔ Nnp and N̄d ↔ N̄np,
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FIG. 5. Reaction rates of the most important πd ↔ π pn reaction
in forward and reverse direction.

are significantly less equilibrated, mostly favoring deuteron
disintegration. However, the total number of those reactions is
around ten times smaller than dπ ↔ npπ .

The chemical freeze out of deuterons occurs as late as
25–35 fm/c, as can be seen in Fig. 6, where we show the
distribution of the last collision times for both elastic and in-
elastic collisions. Also, both the elastic and inelastic collision
time distributions peak around the same time indicating that
kinetic and chemical freeze out more or less coincide. This
is in contrast to a usual freeze-out scheme, common for most
of the hadrons—first chemical freeze out, then thermal. The
reason is the following. For most of the hadrons inelastic cross

FIG. 6. Distribution of deuteron last collision time in case last
collision was inelastic (circles) or elastic (triangles). Kinetic freeze
out for deuterons coincides with chemical freeze out, which follows
from inelastic πd cross section being larger than elastic, see Fig. 1.

sections are smaller than elastic. Therefore during the expan-
sion inelastic collisions cease first (chemical freeze out), but
elastic still continue until the kinetic freeze out. The deuteron-
pion elastic cross section, on the other hand, is smaller than
inelastic (see Fig. 1), that is why chemical and kinetic freeze
out of deuterons are approximately simultaneous.

2. Deuteron yield

We have shown above that the deuteron chemical freeze out
does not occur at temperature T = 155 MeV, but rather at the
later stage, when the temperature is lower. However, our final
deuteron yield is very close to the chemically equilibrated
yield at T = 155 MeV. A priori there is no obvious reason
to expect that πd ↔ πnp reactions close to equilibrium,
together with BB̄ annihilations out of equilibrium,1 should not
change the deuteron yield. Is it a mere coincidence or is there
an underlying physical reason? To understand this we consider
five scenarios.

(i) The default scenario: the number of deuterons sam-
pled at particlization is in full chemical equilibrium
with the hadrons. We denote the event average in this
case as N th

d . This is the scenario used in the previous
sections.

(ii) Initial excess of deuterons: we artificially sample
three times more deuterons at particlization than in
the default scenario.

(iii) No deuterons from hydrodynamics. All the deuterons
are produced in the afterburner.

(iv) No BB̄ annihilations: same as default, but BB̄ annihi-
lations in the afterburner are switched off. This allows
us to assess the role of annihilations.

(v) Same as the default scenario except that we perform
the particlization at T = 165 MeV instead of T =
155 MeV.

In the first three scenarios the only difference is the
sampled amount of deuterons from the hydrodynamics. In
Fig. 7 one can see that in these three cases the πd ↔ πnp
reactions have almost enough time to drive deuteron yield to
the same value, defined by the average phase space density
of the nucleons in the system. Besides this, the scenario,
where no deuterons are produced from hydrodynamics, is
interesting by itself, because it still leads to a deuteron yield
comparable to the one experimentally measured. First of all,
this demonstrates how large the effect of the afterburner is
for deuteron production. Indeed, all the deuterons in this
scenario are produced from the afterburner. Second, it allows
to conjecture that in the actual experiment all deuterons are
produced in the hadronic phase. Our calculation does not
prove it, but shows that such a scenario is possible.

The fourth scenario in Fig. 7 shows the role of BB̄ an-
nihilations. Without annihilations the final deuteron yield is
20% larger. If the detailed balance for the BB̄ ↔ mesons

1While the cross section at the most likely
√

s of BB̄ collisions is
significant: 50–80 mb, the density of baryons and hence the reaction
rate is small so the BB̄ processes quickly fall out of equilibrium.
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FIG. 7. Top: deuteron yield (both in hydrodynamics and after-
burner) versus time for the scenarios, described in the text. Bottom:
relative amount of energy in the afterburner. This is to indicate, how
much of the system is already treated by the afterburner.

processes was fulfilled, in other words if the processes mesons
→ BB̄ were implemented in SMASH, the final deuteron yield

would be between our default calculation and the scenario
without annihilation. This also seems to suggest that the
unchanged deuteron yield in time is a coincidence. In the fifth
scenario we show, however, that this coincidence persists if
one changes the temperature of particlization to 165 MeV.
This is surprising. To understand this better we proceed with a
toy model of deuteron production, that reproduces our results
qualitatively and explains the coincidence.

3. Toy model of deuteron production

From the previous section and Fig. 7 we conclude that
πd ↔ πnp reactions close to equilibration tend to increase
the amount of deuterons, if annihilations are absent. At the
same time, BB̄ annihilations out of equilibrium decrease
the amount of nucleons and consequently, the amount of
deuterons. As a result, when both mechanisms are at play, the
deuteron yield stays approximately constant. This balance of
two mechanisms, however, turns out to be surprisingly stable
with respect to the change of particlization temperature. To
explain it in an intuitive way, let us consider a simple ther-
modynamic toy model, which assumes isentropic expansion,
constant number of pions, and complete absence of BB̄ anni-
hilations. For simplicity, we consider an expanding ideal gas
of pions, nucleons, deltas, and deuterons. The corresponding
equations are

(ρ
(T, μB + μπ ) + ρπ (T, μπ ))V = const (7)

(ρN (T, μB) + ρ
(T, μB + μπ ) + 2ρd (T, 2μB))V = const (8)

(sπ (T, μπ ) + sN (T, μB) + s
(T, μB + μπ ) + sd (T, 2μB))V = const (9)

Here ρ is the density and s is the entropy density computed
as

ρ = g

2π2h̄3 eμ/T m2T K2(m/T ) (10)

s = d p

dT
= ρ + T

∂ρ

∂T
. (11)

Here g is degeneracy of a particle, m is its mass, and μ is
its chemical potential. We assume that initially the system has
temperature T0, volume V0, μB = 0 and μπ = 0. As the sys-
tem expands and the volume increases, the temperature drops
and the fugacity parameters, μB and μπ , increase. In Fig. 8
one can see that the deuteron yield indeed grows, in qualitative
agreement with our simulation without annihilations in Fig. 7.
The picture remains almost unchanged, when T0 is set to
165 MeV instead of 155 MeV. To emulate annihilations, that
are out of equilibrium, and quickly freeze out, in the solution
of our toy-model equation we set

μB → μB
V/V0

a + V/V0
, (12)

so that at large V/V0 annihilations are not acting, while at
smaller V/V0 they are the strongest. Parameter a regulates the
strength of annihilations: if it is large, then μB → 0, which
corresponds to very effective annihilations; if a = 0 then it

FIG. 8. Evolution of yields (top) and thermodynamic variables
(bottom) in our toy model without annihilations for T0 = 155 MeV.
The deuteron yield grows, which is similar to our simulation within
the fourth scenario in Fig. 7.
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is our initial model without annihilations. Setting a = 0.1
we obtain relative deuteron yield, which first decreases and
then increases by about 5%. Setting T0 to 165 MeV instead
of 155 MeV leaves this picture almost unchanged. This is
in qualitative agreement with our simulation and explains
the persistent coincidence between final deuteron yield and
thermal yield at particlization temperature.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have studied deuteron production in heavy-ion
collisions at LHC energies using a hybrid (hydrodynamics
+ hadronic afterburner) approach. We simulate deuterons
in the afterburner as pointlike particles with experimentally
known interaction cross sections. Our investigation provides
the following picture of deuteron production in heavy-ion
collisions at LHC energies. Whether deuterons are created
during the hydrodynamic stage or not, in the hadronic
afterburner stage the reactions πd ↔ π pn drive deuterons
close to statistical equilibrium (Fig. 7). Even though the cross
section of πd ↔ π pn is large (Fig. 1), there is not sufficient
time to equilibrate deuterons completely, because the system
expands and reactions eventually freeze out. We further find
that chemical and kinetic freeze outs of deuterons roughly
coincide (Fig. 6), because the inelastic cross sections of
deuterons with pions is larger than the elastic one, unlike for
most of the hadrons. We also observe that baryon-antibaryon
annihilation is important for deuteron production at high
energies, because it changes the amount of nucleons, to which
the amount of deuterons is related.

Clearly, deuterons do not freeze out at T = 155 MeV.
In contrast, their yield can change until late times of the
evolution. This is best demonstrated by the scenario with
no deuterons at all at the end of the hydrodynamical stage,
depicted by the blue line in Fig. 7. One may still wonder, why
the thermal model explains deuteron multiplicity well, even
though its assumptions are violated. In Fig. 7 one can see that
the deuteron yield does not change much during the evolution,
if initialized thermally, as if a chemical freeze out would oc-
cur. We explain this by an interplay of πd ↔ π pn reactions,
which are close to equilibration, and BB̄ annihilations, that are
far from equilibration. The first tend to increase the amount of
deuterons above the thermal model value. The second reduce
the amount of nucleons in the system, and, as a consequence,
the amount of deuterons. With both acting together the amount
of deuterons does not change much, if initialized thermally. It
will be interesting to test this explanation at lower collision
energies, where antibaryons are much less abundant and BB̄
annihilations almost do not occur. If correct, we predict a
larger deuteron yield than the thermal model. Here we limit
ourselves to central collisions, but it turns out that our model
works well for peripheral collisions too [51].

In this study we have constrained ourselves to very high-
energy Pb+Pb collisions. However, we have developed an
instrument that allows us to study deuteron production not
only at high energies, but also at intermediate ones, covered
by RHIC Beam Energy Scan program. At these energies,
the reactions πd ↔ πnp are competing with Nd ↔ Nnp.
We conjecture that switching from one production process to

another might be one reason behind the measured nonmono-
tonic B2 behavior against energy [52]. Testing this conjecture
will be a straightforward application of our results. It will
also be extremely interesting to study the relation between
the deuteron production and the nucleon density fluctuations
at these energies. Can hadronic transport without a phase
transition reproduce the measured bump in the collision en-
ergy dependence of Nt Np/N2

d ratio [53], which is claimed to
be related to phase transition [16]? We hope to answer this
question in future studies.
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APPENDIX A: IMPLEMENTATION OF DEUTERON
INTERACTIONS

The following reactions with deuterons were implemented
in SMASH for this work: πd ↔ NN , πd ↔ πnp, elastic
πd → πd , Nd ↔ Nnp, and N̄d ↔ N̄np. The analogous set
of reactions, only CPT conjugated, was implemented for anti-
deuterons.

Many of the above mentioned reactions create deuterons
via 3 → 2 collisions, which are not measured in the experi-
ment. Luckily, they can be connected to the measured reverse
2 → 3 reactions using the detailed balance (or time reversal
invariance) principle: |M2→3|2 = |M3→2|2, where M2→3 and
M3→2 are the matrix elements of the corresponding reac-
tions. Still, the 2 ↔ 3 processes, such as dπ ↔ npπ , Nd ↔
Nnp, and N̄d ↔ N̄np, are challenging to implement within a
transport approach with geometric collision treatment, which
SMASH is. Implementing 2 ↔ 3 collisions, which obey the
detailed balance principle, requires stochastic rates collision
treatment, as applied e.g. in the BAMPS parton cascade
for gg ↔ ggg reaction [54], or in other codes for BB̄ ↔
3M annihilation [55,56]. We decided to avoid this rigorous,
but technically involved approach. Instead we split 2 ↔ 3
reactions into two 2 → 2 reactions in the following way:
dπ ↔ d ′π ↔ npπ , dN ↔ d ′N ↔ npN , and dN̄ ↔ d ′N̄ ↔
npN̄ via d ′ ↔ np. This requires introduction of a fictitious
dibaryon resonance d ′, whose mass and width are not fixed by
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TABLE II. Parametrized matrix elements in the reactions with deuterons. In some cases constant factors from the cross section formulas
are included into the matrix elements, see Table III.

Reaction Matrix element, |M|2

πd − NN 0.055
(
√

s−2.145)2+0.0652 (1 − exp(−(
√

s − 2.0)/0.05))

πd − πd ′ 295.5 + 2.862
0.532+(

√
s−2.181)2 + 0.0672

(
√

s−mπ −2mN )2 − 6.61753√
s−mπ −2mN

Nd − Nd ′ 79.0474
(
√

s−3mN )0.7897 + 654.596 (
√

s − 3mN )

N̄d − N̄d ′ 342.572/(
√

s − 3mN )0.6

the experimental data. Note that d ′ is just a technical artifact
of our method, different from the actual dibaryon resonance
d∗ measured by WASA experiment [57].

We set the pole mass md ′ = md + 10 MeV and width �d ′ =
100 MeV, the spin of d ′ is assumed to be 1. The motivation
for this width is to have the d ′ lifetime close to the time that
proton and neutron spend flying past each other. Changing the
width to 50 MeV or 200 MeV, together with refitting matrix
elements to match experimental cross sections, only changes
the final deuteron yield within statistical errors. Changing the
mass md ′ changes results, but not much: larger md ′ (again after
refitting the matrix elements) causes a smaller final deuteron
yield. For md ′ = md + 100 MeV the deuteron yield is around
15% smaller than for md ′ = md + 10 MeV. This rather low
sensitivity to variations of the parameters for d ′ justifies our
approach.

The d ′ spectral function is computed in the same way as
for any other resonance in SMASH:

A(m) dm = N 2m2�d ′ (m)(
m2 − m2

d ′
)2 + m2�2

d ′ (m)
dm, (A1)

where the factor N is chosen to fulfill
∫ ∞

mT h
A(m)dm =

1. For further convenience, let us define the following

functions:

p2
cm(

√
s, ma, mb) =

(
s + m2

a − m2
b

)2

4s
− m2

a (A2)

FXd→Xd ′ = 1

s

∫ √
s−mX

2mN

pcm(
√

s, m, mX )

pcm(
√

s, md , mX )
A(m) dm

(A3)

FXd ′→Xd = 1

s

pcm(
√

s, md , mX )

pcm(
√

s, md ′ , mX )
. (A4)

With their help the tables of matrix elements (Table II)
and cross sections (Table III) are written. The treatment of
deuteron and d ′ reactions is similar to other reactions with
resonances in SMASH, for example NN ↔ N
 or KN ↔
K
, see Ref. [36] for more details. This treatment fulfills
the detailed balance relations. The angular distributions of the
reaction products are assumed to be isotropic in the center of
mass frame of the reaction.

APPENDIX B: TESTING THE DETAILED BALANCE

The principle of the detailed balance is at the core of this
work, because it allowed to implement deuteron production

TABLE III. Deuteron cross sections: either parametrizations or their relations to parametrized matrix elements from Table II, with the
account of the spin and symmetry factors.

Reaction Cross section [mb]

np → d ′ 3
4

2π2 (h̄c)2

p2
cm (

√
s,mN ,mN )

A(
√

s)�d ′ (
√

s)

πd → πd (el) 0.27
(
√

s−2.172)2+0.0652 + 4

Nd → Nd (el) 10 + 2500 e− x2
0.003 + 600 e− x2

0.1 , x = s − 7.93 [29]

N̄d → N̄d (el) = σ el
Nd→Nd

πd → πd ′ 9|Mπd−πd ′ |2Fπd→πd ′

πd ′ → πd 9|Mπd−πd ′ |2Fπd ′→πd

Nd → Nd ′ 6|MNd−Nd ′ |2FNd→Nd ′

Nd ′ → Nd 6|MNd−Nd ′ |2FNd ′→Nd

N̄d → N̄d ′ 6|MN̄d−N̄d ′ |2FN̄d→N̄d ′

N̄d ′ → N̄d 6|MN̄d−N̄d ′ |2FN̄d ′→N̄d

π+d → pp, π−d → nn 2|Mπd−NN |2
s

pCM(
√

s,mN ,mN )
pCM(

√
s,md ,mπ )

π 0d → np = 1
2 σπ+d→pp

NN → πd 2|Mπd−NN |2
s

pCM(
√

s,md ,mπ )
pCM(

√
s,mN ,mN )
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FIG. 9. Equilibration in the box, where interactions are artifi-
cially limited to those involving deuterons. Nucleon and deuteron
numbers equilibrate for 10–15 fm/c via πd ↔ πnp and Nd ↔ Nnp
reactions with large cross sections. Pions equilibrate via πd ↔ NN ,
which has a small cross section and takes around 500 fm/c to
equilibrate.

reactions, that were not experimentally measured. This moti-
vated us to test, how well the detailed balance is fulfilled in
our implementation. Moreover, this test also provides some

insights into the process of the chemical equilibration of
deuterons.

For the test we initialize a (10 fm)3 box with periodic
boundary conditions with 60 protons, 60 neutrons and 30 of
each of pion species. The initial distribution in coordinate
space is uniform, in momentum space a thermal Boltzmann
distribution with temperature T = 155 MeV has been applied.
We use the test particles ansatz, where the initial numbers of
particles is multiplied by Ntest , while all the cross sections are
divided by Ntest , where Ntest = 10. This helps to avoid spuri-
ous three-body correlation effects and improves the detailed
balance. For the test only reactions involving deuterons are
allowed. As expected, nucleons and deuterons equilibrate fast,
after around 10–15 fm/c, while pions need around 500 fm/c,
see Fig. 9. This is because the πd ↔ πnp and Nd ↔ Nnp
cross sections are much larger than πd ↔ NN — the only
reaction that changes the pion number in our setup.

As soon as the system exhibits apparent chemical equi-
libration, we check, if the numbers of forward and reverse
reactions coincide, both for total numbers [Fig. 10(b)] and
differential in the collision energy [Fig. 10(a)]. In both cases
they are equal within 1%. The deviations from perfect detailed
balance are mainly caused by the large cross sections of
πd ′ and Nd ′, especially near the threshold, where the cross
sections diverge. The cutoff in the collision finding algorithm
does not allow all the collisions to be found: this is the reason
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FIG. 10. Demonstration, that detailed balance is obeyed with 1% precision. Differential reaction rates against the center of mass energy
of the reaction (a) and integrated numbers of reactions, scaled over isospin average (b) are shown. Forward reactions are marked by triangles
pointing right, reverse reactions—by triangles pointing left. In case of a perfect detailed balance both should point at the same value.
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of the small detailed balance violations. Violations become
considerably larger, up to 5%, if many anti-nucleons are added
to the system. The reason for these deviations is the similar
—large N̄d ′ cross sections. This test allows us to conclude
that the detailed balance in our deuteron implementation is

obeyed with a good precision and the deviations from it
are well understood. To fulfill this test with high precision
we have increased the usual 200 mb SMASH cross section
cutoff to 2000 mb. The 2000 mb cutoff was also used for the
simulations throughout the paper.
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